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} Fundamental building block 

} Enables Official to see as muck action as 
possible (enhancing judgment)

} Provides Official with safe viewing areas

} Keeps Official out of the way

} Keeps Official out of �No-Man�s-Land�



Field of
Vision





} Center ice 
face-offs
◦ Beginning of 

game: Face 
the 
timekeeper
◦ Conduct 

face-off
◦ Back toward 

side boards 
keeping play 
in field of 
vision



Play

10-15 ft.

} Play moves 
from Neutral 
Zone to End 
Zone
◦ Follow play 15-

20 feet behind
◦ Stay along 

boards (5-10 
feet) when play 
is on own side 
of rink
◦ Move only when 

path is clear



Play

} Play in Neutral 
Zone ( transitional 
play )
◦ Skate slowly until 

play takes a 
definite direction
◦ Stop and observe 

play when possible
◦ Keep a wide open 

field of vision to 
read play

} Play reverses 
direction
◦ Stop along boards 

and allow play to 
pass
◦ Follow at the 

recommended 
distance



Positioning:
Following Play – Big 8 Pursuit of Play



Play

} Skate into End 
Zone
◦ Skate hard into 

end zone
◦ No coasting 

keep feet 
moving
◦ Get to the goal 

line quickly, but 
only when path 
is clear
◦ Never cut 

through face-
off spot



Play

} Use of home 
base
◦ Move toward goal 

when shot on goal
◦ Move back back to 

corner when play 
moves to the 
referee’s side

} Following play 
out of the zone
◦ Maintain proper 

distance
◦ Wait on goal line 

until the play 
definitely leaves 
the zone



ATNAt the net

Base of operations
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ATBAt the boards

Positioning in the End Zone and on 
the Goal Line

Home Base

Golden Triangle



End zone positioning consists of three positions:
◦ Base of Operations (BOP) or “Golden Triangle”
◦ At the Boards (ATB)
◦ At the Net (ATN)

Base of Operations (BOP)/ “Golden Triangle”:
} the area located between the goal line and the face-off circle and 
between the At The Boards position and the nearest goal post. 

} Your objective is to be in the BOP area and near Home Base as much as 
possible when the play is in the end zone.
At the Boards (ATB): about 15 - 20 centimetres from the boards, halfway 

between the goal line and the face-off circle hash marks.
At The Net (ATN):
} a position near the net that you the best view to see if the puck has crossed 

the line, ideally, at the corner of the net, 0.6 to 1 meter from goal line. 
} This gives you the best possible position to view the activity on and around 

the goal line and goal crease area



} When play enters the end zone on the referee’s side of the ice, enter the 
zone along the boards towards the ATB position. 
◦ Skate hard into End Zone
◦ No coasting, keep feet moving
◦ Get to Goal Line quickly, but only when the path is clear
◦ Never cut through the face-off spot

} If the puck remains on your side of the ice, stay ATB position. 
} If the puck enters the zone on the opposite side of the referee, enter the 

zone along the boards and proceed from the ATB position to the BOP 
position (aim for “Home Base”). 

} If the puck goes to the net area, move into ATN position.
} Proper use of Home Base:
◦ move toward the net when play on opposite side
◦ move back to ATB when play moves to your side

} Following play out of zone
◦ Move quickly out of zone so partner can release Blue Line
◦ Anticipate the play leaving the zone



Positioning in the End Zone and on the Goal Line

Bump

The Bump:
} used when the play comes around the boards and in the direction of the referee 

standing at the ATB position. 
} The referee will Bump away from the play (either up or down the boards) until 

either reach the hash marks or the goal line. 
} At this point, use the second manoeuvre, the pivot.

ATB

Play



Positioning in the End Zone and on the Goal Line

The Pivot.
} consists of taking a stride out away from the boards, crossing under and skating 

backwards to the ATB position after the play has passed behind the referee. 
} At this point the referee can follow the play either up the ice or watch as it 

continues in the end zone.

Play



Neutral Zone Face-off

Face-Off

} Neutral Zone 
face-offs
◦ Closer to the 

nearest goal, 
opposite side 
of ice
◦ Out 15 feet 

from boards
◦ 30 degree 

angle



End Zone Face-off

Face-Off

} End Zone 
face-offs
◦ On goal line 

opposite side 
of ice
◦ At home base
◦ Ready position



After a Goal
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} After Goals
◦ Face players 

benches
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Post Game
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◦ Attend to any 
potential 
altercation or 
dispute 
immediately
◦ Attention then 

focuses on the 
players 
benches for 
players leaving

} During hand 
shake line
◦ In referees 

crease facing 
all players



Hand Shake
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◦ In referees 
crease facing 
all players



Positioning: Altercation

Field 
of
Vision





} If the puck goes to the net area, the referee will also 
move into the ATN position, to be in an excellent 
position to make the appropriate call.

} Good referees never find themselves behind the goal 
line, unless they are at the ATN position and it is the 
best angle to view the play.

} Try to avoid this situation by using the Bump and 
Pivot effectively.


